ELECTRICAL ENFORCEMENT ORDERS - 2019

January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2019

Unless otherwise noted, Cease and Desist Orders and Administrative Orders are based on allegations of unlicensed activity

A Consent Order is not a finding of fact or an admission of guilt.

For more information on specific orders, please call (651) 284-5069

---

Able Energy Corp., dba WeKnowSolar.com, and Michael J. Harvey, Individually – Lic #EA006412 and AM711510
Shoreview, MN and River Falls, WI

*Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order: Licenses revoked; Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $30,000 monetary penalty against Able Energy and $20,000 monetary penalty against Respondent Harvey – 1/28/19

*ELE1712-00033/00017/00016/1710-00009/1709-00049/1607-00023/00021/CMW – OAH Docket No. 82-1902-35187

A & J Electric, Inc. and Aric P. Caughey, Individually – Lic. #EA005167, AM007455 and AJ014577
Brainerd, MN

*Licensing Order: Electrical Contractor license revoked; Master A and Journeyworker A licenses suspended until such time that all permit fees owed and all monetary penalties are paid to the Department; $3,000 monetary penalty – 12/5/19

*ELE1906-00002/CMW

A & J Enterprises, Inc. dba Allstar Electric – Lic. #EA003560
Maple Plain, MN

*Licensing Order: License suspended until all permit fees owed and all monetary penalties are paid to the Department; $1,000 monetary penalty – 5/23/19

*ELE1903-00025/WJS
Altaray LLC and Sean Clawson and Carlos Puerto, each Individually – Lic. #EA752531 and BC754970
Pleasant Grove, UT and Fridley, MN
*Licensing Order: Licenses revoked; Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; cease and desist from acting or holding themselves out as a residential building contractor, residential remodeler, or roofer; $40,000 monetary penalty – 11/15/19
*ELE1910-0005/1909-00001/AWT

Anderson, Rick R. – Lic. #AJ013767
Inver Grove Heights, MN
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 1/2/19
*ELE1812-00021/WJS

Apadana L.L.C. – Lic. #BC752078 and EA737864
Minneapolis, MN
*Consent Order: $14,000 monetary penalty with $8,000 stayed with conditions – 8/23/19
*ELE1905-00005/CMW, RBC1905-00002/CMW and ELE1906-00021/CMW

APPARENTLY GRAPHIC, LTD.
New Providence, NJ
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed with conditions – 8/22/19
*ELE1903-00016/WJS

Bassing, Brian R. – Lic. #AJ014674
Ogilvie, MN
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 1/2/19
*ELE1812-00018/WJS

Bates Electric, Inc. – Lic. #EA725459
Imperial, MO
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure that all registered unlicensed individuals performing electrical work receive proper direct supervision and all persons performing electrical work are properly licensed or registered; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed with conditions– 5/17/19
*ELE1904-00011/AWT
Belland, Nicholas Joseph – Lic. #RE727516
Saint Paul, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Censure; Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary penalty stayed with conditions – 12/16/19
*ELE1902-00018/AWT

Blue Heron Electric LLC and Shawn M. Simonson, Individually – Lic. #AM004998 and AM007981
Lake Crystal, MN
*Consent Order: Licensing Order vacated; censure; Respondents shall not allow any individual to perform electrical work on its behalf or under its permits unless that individual is an owner, officer or W-2 employee of Respondent; order lifts stay of $2,000 monetary penalty to be paid prior to execution of this order and assesses an additional $5,000 monetary penalty to be stayed with conditions – 12/10/19
*ELE1810-00006/CMW

Borer, Philip A. – Lic. #AM740157
Fridley, MN
*Consent Order: Censured; Respondent shall not act as the responsible licensed individual for any electrical contractor for a period of two (2) years from date of this order; $4,000 monetary penalty with $3,000 stayed with conditions – 12/10/19
*ELE1910-0013/AWT

Brink, Zachary A. - see Restorz, LLC

Brothers Electric Co. – Lic. #EA000317
Minneapolis, MN
*Consent Order: Censured; Respondent shall ensure that all registered unlicensed individuals performing electrical work receive proper direct supervision and all persons performing electrical work are properly licensed or registered; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed with conditions – 10/31/19
*ELE1908-00008/AWT

Brust, John V., dba Brust Electric – Lic. #EA000325 and AM000567
Glencoe, MN
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that Respondent complies with the Commissioner’s request for information; During term of suspension, Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota; $5,000 monetary penalty – 7/2/19
*ELE1905-00002/CMW
Brust, John V., dba Brust Electric – Lic. #EA000325 and AM000567
Glencoe, MN
*Consent Order: License reinstated; Respondent shall cooperate and comply with all communications and requests from the Department and electrical inspectors – 11/1/19
*ELE1905-00002/CMW

Busse, Aaron L. – Lic. #QB142815
Glencoe, MN
*Licensing Order: Registration suspended until such time that Respondent complies with the Commissioner’s request for information; During term of suspension, Respondent shall cease and desist from acting or holding himself out as a qualifying builder; $2,500 monetary penalty – 7/2/19
*ELE1905-00004/CMW

Caughey, Aric P. - A & J Electric, Inc.
Clearbrook Electric, Inc. and Randall W. Wetenkamp, Individually – Lic. #EA005032 and AM005467
Clearbrook, MN
*Consent Order: Censured; Respondents shall comply with plan submitted to resolve open permits; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed with conditions – 9/20/19
*ELE1811-00020/CMW

Chemetall US, Inc.
New Providence, NJ
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $2,500 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed with conditions – 7/11/19
*ELE1903-00016/WJS

Clawson, Sean - see Altaray LLC

Connectors Audio and Video Services, Inc. and Jerome Kramer, Individually. – Lic. #TS753106
North Mankato, MN
*Consent Order: License granted with conditions; Respondents shall fully comply with the requirements for continuing education; $2,000 monetary penalty with stayed with conditions – 3/19/19
*ELE1804-00010/AWT
Cotts, Scott R. – Lic. #AJ715105
  Tucson, AZ  
  *Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 4/3/19  
  *ELE1903-00029/WJS

Croix Management, LLC and Croix Valley Contracting, LLC  
  Taylors Falls, MN  
  *Administrative Order: Corrective action required; Respondents shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $5,000 monetary penalty of which $4,000 is forgivable is violations are corrected or corrective plan acceptable to Commissioner is developed – 1/24/19  
  *ELE1812-00024/CMW

Crumrine, Robert - see Genesis 6 Construction, L.L.C.

D A S Diversified, Inc.  
  Waconia, MN  
  *Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed – 8/23/19  
  *ELE1904-00014/WJS

Davaco, Inc.  
  Irving, TX  
  *Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $10,000 monetary penalty with $5,000 stayed with conditions – 7/09/19  
  *ELE1902-00007/WJS

Dehmer, Allen - see Peace Services L.L.C.

Diers, Thomas R. – Lic. #AM005053  
  Minneapolis, MN  
  *Consent Order: Censure; $2,000 monetary penalty with $1,500 stayed – 3/19/19  
  *ELE1808-00015/CMW

DiGiovanni, Shawn  
  West Fargo, ND  
  *Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $3,500 monetary penalty – 12/5/19  
  *ELE1907-00011/CMW
Dillard, Cornell – Lic #RE668162  
Minneapolis, MN  
*Licensing Order: Registration revoked; Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; stay of $2,250 monetary penalty previously assessed is lifted, and an additional $7,000 monetary penalty is assessed – 1/3/19  
*ELE1812-00025/CMW

Dimmer, Allen G. – Lic. #AJ711407  
Fargo, ND  
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 1/2/19  
*ELE1812-00020/WJS

Dingmann, Jeffrey  
Litchfield, MN  
*Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $10,000 monetary penalty – 4/29/19  
*ELE1904-00006/CMW

Dingmann, Sharon M. - see S and J Electric LLC

EAG-LED, LLC  
Tampa, FL  
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary penalty with $3,000 stayed with conditions – 9/20/19  
*ELE1905-00011/AWT

Edgeworth Enterprises, LLC and William Edgeworth, Individually  
Mound, MN  
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondents ordered to cease and desist from Acting or holding themselves out as a residential building contractor, remodeler, or roofer until the proper licensure is achieved; also to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical or plumbing work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed with conditions – 4/29/19  
*ELE1903-00028/AWT
Ehrke, Eugene E. – Lic. #AM000971
Plato, MN
*Consent Order: Licensing Order vacated; Respondent shall cease and desist from further violations of Minn. Stat. Ch. 326b or any other applicable rule, law or order related to the duties and responsibilities entrusted to the Commissioner; $4,000 monetary penalty with $3,000 stayed with conditions – 9/5/19
*ELE1810-00019/CMW

Elan Energy Partners, LLC dba Elan Renewables, and Garry Gilberg, Individually
Lake Elmo, MN
*Administrative Order: Respondents shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; Respondent Gilberg shall cease and desist from acting as the master electrician for Elan Renewables while designated as the responsible licensed individual for any other licensed electrical contractor; $2,500 monetary penalty – 8/1/19
*ELE1907-00016/CMW

Enterprise Lighting Services LLC
Chaska, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $2,500 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed with conditions – 7/11/19
*ELE1903-00023/AWT

Enterprise Sales Company
Valley City, ND
*Consent Order: Respondent shall not perform or offer to perform in the state of Minnesota services for which an electrical contractor license is required until such time the requisite licensure is obtained – 3/19/2019
*ELE1712-00038/AWT and OAH Docket No. 21-1902-35665

EPF Solar, LLC and Ken Valley, Individually
Minneapolis, MN
*Consent Order: Administrative Order vacated; Respondent shall not perform or offer to perform in the state of Minnesota services for which an electrical contractor license is required until such time the requisite licensure is obtained; $5,000 monetary penalty assessed with $3,000 stayed with conditions – 11/15/2019
*ELE1809-00024/CMW

Espy, Jonathan - see Infinity Home Services, LLC
Fisher, Johnnie W. – Lic. #PL711184
Lucasville, OH
* Licensing Order: License suspended until continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 1/14/19
* ELE1812-00018/WJS

Four Seasons Electric LLC – Lic. #EA004908
Owatonna, MN
* Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure all of its registered unlicensed employees are properly supervised while performing electrical work; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed with conditions – 4/8/19
* ELE1902-00028/WJS

Genesis 6 Construction, L.L.C. and Robert Crumrine, Individually – Lic. #BC683429
Jordan, MN
* Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondents censured; Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed with conditions – 2/28/19
* ELE1809-00016/WJS

Grams, Daryl - see Gram’s Electric, Inc.

Gram’s Electric, Inc. and Daryl Grams, Individually – Lic. #EA002972 and AM005851
Zimmerman, MN
* Consent Order: Censure; Respondents shall ensure all of their registered unlicensed employees are properly supervised while performing electrical work; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,500 stayed – 4/10/19
* ELE1902-00017/WJS

Haller, Cory J. – Lic. #AM717807
Dickinson, ND
* Licensing Order: License suspended until continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 6/3/19
* ELE1905-00027/WJS

Hannay Electric LLC and William J. Hannay, Individually – Lic. #EA006496 and AM005766
Elk River, MN
* Administrative Order: Corrective action required; $5,000 monetary penalty, $3,500 of which forgivable if violations are corrected or corrective plan acceptable to Commissioner is developed – 11/22/19
* ELE1911-0004/CMW

Hannay, William J. - see Hannay Electric LLC
Harvey, Michael J. - see Able Energy Corp., dba WeKnowSolar.com

HB Sound & Light, Inc. – Lic. #TS724644 and Cory S. Johnson, Lic. #PL011439
Grand Forks, ND
*Consent Order: License renewal granted with conditions including payment of $8,000 monetary penalty stayed in previous Consent Order; additional $5,000 monetary penalty stayed – 7/01/19
*ELE1906-00020/CMW

Helms, Richard R., Individually and dba Richard Helms Electrical – Lic. #EA709793 and #AM004429
Minneapolis, MN
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that Respondent fully complies with Commissioner’s January 8, 2019 request for information and pays monetary penalty; During term of suspension Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota; $6,000 monetary penalty – 3/1/19
*ELE1812-00026/CMW

Hennings, Shawn A. – Lic. #AJ017865
Hillsboro, ND
*Licensing Order: License suspended until continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 4/3/19
*ELE1903-00030/WJS

Honda Electric Incorporated – Lic. #TS753106
Loretto, MN
*Consent Order: License granted with conditions; Respondent censured; $25,000 monetary penalty stayed – 7/18/19
*ELE1810-00018/ALF

Horning, Ryan and Kelly Horning, each individually and dba Scenic Barn Escape and Picket Fence Boutique
Henderson, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary penalty stayed with conditions – 8/20/19
*ELE1904-00021/AWT

Huber, Thomas F. – Lic. # AM006912
New Prague, MN
*Licensing Order: Censure; $2,000 monetary penalty – 12/16/19
*ELE1810-00013/CMW
Infinity Home Services, LLC and Jonathan Espy, Individually  
Rochester, MN  
*Administrative Order: Corrective action required; $3,500 monetary penalty of which $2,000 is forgivable if violations are corrected or corrective plan acceptable to Commissioner is developed – 11/14/19  
*ELE1911-00005/CMW

Innovative Power Systems, Inc. – Lic. #EA006128  
Roseville, MN  
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure that all registered unlicensed individuals performing electrical work receive proper direct supervision; $10,000 monetary penalty with $7,000 stayed – 4/22/19  
*ELE1810-00019/CMW

JH Signs & Designs, Inc.  
Perham, MN  
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed with conditions – 6/13/19  
*ELE1904-00036/WJS

Johnson, Anthony Rayshawn  
Hunstville, AL  
*Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $10,000 monetary penalty – 11/25/19  
*ELE1906-00014/CMW

Johnson, Robert D. – Lic. #PL677301  
Coon Rapids, MN  
*Consent Order: Licensing Order vacated; censure; Respondent shall ensure that he has complied with continuing education requirements; $1,000 monetary penalty with $900 stayed – 4/2/19  
*ELE1901-00007/WJS

Kaiser, Scott J. – Lic. #AJ016050  
Ephrata, WA  
*Consent Order: Licensing Order vacated; censure; Respondent shall complete all continuing education requirements and cooperate with all future Department requests for information; $1,000 monetary penalty with $900 stayed with conditions – 5/29/19  
*ELE1904-00002/WJS
Kath, John P. – Lic. #AJ015987
Wahpeton, ND
*Administrative Order: Corrective action required; Respondent shall cease and
desist from performing or offering to perform the services of an electrical
contractor; $5,000 monetary penalty all of which forgivable if violations are
corrected or corrective plan acceptable to Commissioner is developed –
7/2/19
*ELE1905-00016/AWT

Kath, John P. – Lic. #AJ015987
Wahpeton, ND
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall cease and desist from offering to
perform or performing electrical work until appropriate licensure is achieved;
$5,000 monetary penalty with $3,500 stayed with conditions – 12/10/19
*ELE1905-00016/AWT

King Electrical Systems Corporation and Laniel, Ryan J. and Gannucci, Gerald – Lic.
#EA759728
Blaine, MN
*Consent Order: License granted with conditions; Respondents shall fully comply
with the requirements for continuing education; $5,000 monetary penalty
stayed – 8/8/19
*ELE1903-00021/CMW

Kramer, Jerome - see Connectors Audio and Video Services, Inc.

Krista Computers, Inc.
Chippewa Falls, WI
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from
performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until
granted the requisite licensure; $2,000 monetary penalty with $1,500 stayed
with conditions – 8/5/19
*ELE1901-00011/WJS

Kuntz Electric Inc. – Lic. #EA001071
Rochester, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; $2,000 monetary penalty with $1,700 stayed with
conditions – 11/5/19
*ELE1908-00010/MHO

Lemke, David - see Pronto Electrical Services, LLC
Liberty Electric Co., Inc. – Lic. #EA004505
Albany, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure that all registered unlicensed individuals performing electrical work receive proper direct supervision; $6,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed with conditions – 12/10/19
*ELE1903-00010/AWT

Lipinski, Daniel S. – Lic. #PL004778
Oakdale, MN
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 1/2/19
*ELE1812-00019/WJS

Mann, Christopher J., Individually and dba Mann Brothers Solutions and Eco Blue
Burnsville, MN
*Consent Order: Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $9,000 monetary penalty, $5,000 of which is forgivable in Respondents can prove they’ve hired and paid a licensed electrical contractor to correctly install or remove the solar energy system they installed with $2,000 stayed with conditions – 8/16/19
*ELE1706-00021/CMW and OAH Docket No. 65-1902-35711

Matakis II, Scott J. - see SJM Elec., LLC

Marble Works of Minnesota, LLC dba Clear Choice Bath and Toby Tyler, Individually
– Lic. CR712412
Carlisle, IA
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondents shall not perform or offer to perform in the state of Minnesota services for which an electrical or plumbing contractor license is required until such time the requisite licensure is obtained; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed with conditions – 5/7/19
*MLT1903-00001/AWT

McClaine, Fredric C.
Saint Paul, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical or plumbing work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; Respondent shall also cease and desist from acting or holding himself out as a residential building contractor until properly licensed; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,500 stayed with conditions – 8/30/19
*MLT1906-00001/WJS
MJ Electric MN, Inc. – Lic. #EA004780
Bloomington, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; $2,500 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed – 7/09/19
*ELE1904-00033/AWT

MN Solar and More, LLC, dba MN Solar and Kimberly Benjamin and Connie Silbernagel-Laursen, each Individually and Randal S. Thompson, Individually – Lic. #EA- and AM004630
New London, MN and Bloomington, MN
*Consent Order: License granted with conditions; Respondents shall ensure all individuals performing electrical work are properly licensed or registered and supervised; $12,000 monetary penalty with $7,000 stayed – 6/25/19
*ELE1810-00043/CMW

Morvant, Kevin J. – Lic. #RE755572
Raceland, LA
*Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $3,500 monetary penalty – 11/8/19
*ELE1905-00014/CMW

National Lighting Electrical Services, Inc.
Measha, WI
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary penalty with $3,000 stayed with conditions – 10/4/19
*ELE1906-00025/AWT

Nb Electric Inc., and Billeigh Riser Sr., Individually – Lic. #EA659148 and AM003308
St. Paul, MN
* Consent Order: Censure; Respondents shall ensure all of its registered unlicensed employees are properly supervised while performing electrical work; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed – 4/10/19
*ELE1902-00012/WJS

North Country Electric Enterprises LLC – Lic. #EA006311
Sturgeon Lake, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,500 stayed – 7/09/19
*ELE1902-00014/AWT
North Star Electrical Contractors, Inc. – Lic. #EA001357
Plymouth, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure that all permits are obtained prior to commencing work and all required inspections are requested; $2,000 monetary penalty with $1,500 stayed – 3/19/19
*ELE1812-00007/WJS

Ohren Electric, Inc. and Justin L. Ohren, Individually – Lic. #EA737864 and 651969 and AM008355
Dalton, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondents shall ensure all requests for electrical inspections are filed prior to commencing electrical work; $10,000 monetary penalty with $8,000 stayed with conditions – 3/26/19
*ELE1811-00019/CMW

Ohren, Justin L. - see Ohren Electric, Inc.

Omega6 Contracting L.L.C. dba Omega6 Contracting, and Mark A. Smith, Individually – Lic. #BC708948
Duluth, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until license obtained; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed – 4/8/19
*ELE1903-00018/AWT

Oxbow Solar Professionals, Inc., d/b/a Oxbow Sunworks – Lic #EA691504 and BC694906
Lake Elmo, MN
*Consent Order: Licenses revoked; Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work and to cease and desist from acting or holding itself out as a residential building contractor, remodeler, or roofer; $17,000 monetary penalty stayed with conditions – 10/14/19
*ELE810-00005/CMW - OAH Docket No. 80-1902-35918

Peace Services L.L.C. and Allen Dehmer, Individually – Lic. #EA750091 and AM006875
Taylors Falls, MN
*Administrative Order: Corrective action required; $15,000 monetary penalty of which $8,000 is forgivable if violations are corrected or corrective plan acceptable to Commissioner is developed – 3/29/19
*ELE1902-00020/CMW
Pet All Manufacturing, Inc.
Markham, Ontario, Canada
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $3,000 monetary penalty stayed with conditions – 8/5/19
*ELE1905-00015/WJS

Pettus Plumbing & Piping, Inc.
Saint Paul, MN
*Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $1,750 monetary penalty – 2/13/19
*ELE1902-00002/TWI

Premise, Inc. – Lic. #EA709349
Minneapolis, MN
* Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure all of its registered unlicensed employees are properly supervised while performing electrical work; $7,500 monetary penalty with $5,500 stayed – 8/7/19
*ELE1905-00023/AWT

Prestegard Construction LLC and Wade Prestegard, Individually – Lic. #BC668460
Mound, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondents shall ensure that they shall subcontract all electrical work to a licensed electrical contractor; shall cease and desist from offering to perform or performing the services of an electrical contractor; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed with conditions – 6/11/19
*RBC1904-00010/AWT

Prestegard, Wade - see Prestegard Construction LLC

Pronto Electrical Services, LLC and David Lemke, Individually – Lic. #EA757611 and AM690912
Minneapolis, MN
*Consent Order: License granted with conditions; censure; Respondents shall ensure all individuals performing electrical work are properly licensed or registered and supervised; with the requirements for continuing education; $6,000 monetary penalty with stayed – 6/19/19
*ELE1905-00012/CMW

Puerto, Carlos - see Altaray LLC
Q3 Contracting, Inc. – Lic. #EA006277
Little Canada, MN
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that Respondent submits complete responses to Commissioners’ requests for information and submits all required documentation to identify and secure a qualifying responsible individual for its electrical contractor license; $5,000 monetary penalty – 3/6/19
*ELE1808-00012/CMW

Restorz, LLC and Zachary A. Brink, Individually
Zimmerman, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $2,500 monetary penalty stayed with conditions – 4/2/19
*ELE1903-00003/CMW

Riser, Billeigh, Sr. - see Nb Electric Inc.

RJR Services LLC and Ronald J. Rotondo, individually
Coon Rapids, MN
*Administrative Order: Respondents shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform the services of an electrical or technology systems contractor; shall also cease and desist from acting or holding themselves out as a residential building contractor, remodeler, or roofer until appropriate licensure is achieved; $10,000 monetary penalty – 3/4/19
*ELE1811-00001/WJS

Rotondo, Ronald J. - see RJR Services LLC

Reuter, Mark - see Sundance Energy Solutions L.L.C.

Sachs Fence LLC and Jarod Sachs, Individually
Farmington, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $2,000 monetary penalty with $1,500 stayed with conditions – 1/23/19
*ELE1811-00016/WJS

Sachs, Jarod - see Sachs Fence LLC
Sadler, Derek, Individually and dba Current R//E
West Des Moines, IA
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary penalty stayed with conditions – 11/4/19
*ELE1909-00005/AWT

S and J Electric LLC and Sharon M. Dingmann, Individually – Lic #EA742751
Litchfield, MN
*Licensing Order: License revoked; Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $10,000 monetary penalty – 4/29/19
*ELE1904-00006/CMW

Sievert, Timothy E., dba Sievert's Handy Pros – Lic. #BC639886
Mankato, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; RBC license censured; $3,000 monetary penalty stayed with conditions – 7/29/19
*ELE1903-00004/WJS

Simonson, Shawn M. - see Blue Heron Electric LLC

SJM Elec., LLC and Scott J. Matakis II – Lic. #AJ018742
Belle Plaine, MN
*Consent Order: Administrative Order vacated; Respondents shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform the services of an electrical contractor; and Respondent Matakis shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work unless he is an owner, officer or W-2 employee of a licensed electrical contractor; $10,000 monetary penalty with $6,000 stayed with conditions – 4/22/19
*ELE1902-00021/CMW

Smith, Mark A. - see Omega6 Contracting L.L.C. dba Omega6 Contracting

Speedway, LLC
Enron, OH
*Stipulation and Consent Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work and shall cease and desist from directing or dispatching employees to perform electrical work until the requisite licensure is obtained; $5,000 monetary penalty with $3,000 stayed – 2/4/19
*ELE1810-00029/CMW
Stanke, Dennis E. – Lic. #RE747149  
Eagle Lake, MN  
*Consent Order: Licensing Order vacated; Respondent is prohibited from transacting business as Stanke Electric; $5,000 monetary penalty with $3,500 stayed with conditions – 12/16/19  
*ELE1810-00006/CMW

Sternberg Electric Service Inc. and Garth Sternberg, Individually – Lic. #EA004290 and AM007527  
Wyoming, MN  
*Licensing Order: Censure; $4,000 monetary penalty – 12/16/19  
*ELE1903-00024/CMW

Stray Voltage LLC – Lic. #EA748543  
Genoa City, WI  
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure that all registered unlicensed individuals performing electrical work receive proper direct supervision and all persons performing electrical work are properly licensed or registered; $4,000 monetary penalty with $3,000 stayed with conditions – 11/25/19  
*ELE1909-00006/AWT

Suburban Electrical Engineers/Contractors, Inc. – Lic. #EA006110  
Appleton, WI  
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure that all registered unlicensed individuals performing electrical work receive proper direct supervision and all persons performing electrical work are properly licensed or registered; $15,000 monetary penalty with $8,000 stayed – 7/18/19  
*ELE1903-00008/AWT

Sundance Energy Solutions L.L.C. and Mark Reuter, Individually  
Hastings, MN  
*Administrative Order: Respondents shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $10,000 monetary penalty – 7/29/19  
*ELE1906-00030/CMW

Sunset Dental Technologies, LLC  
Wyoming, MN  
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondents censured; Respondents ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed – 4/15/19  
*ELE1812-00005/WJS
Superior Group, LLC
Texarkana, AR and Fouke, AR
*Administrative Order: Corrective action required; Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform the services of an electrical contractor; $5,500 monetary penalty, $3,500 of which forgivable if violations are corrected or corrective plan acceptable to Commissioner is developed – 8/14/19
*ELE1907-00010/CMW

This & That Handyman Services, LLC
Apple Valley, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform plumbing and/or electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary penalty stayed – 1/2/19
*MLT1811-00004/SON

Thorne, Kennedy D.
Duluth, MN
*Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $10,000 monetary penalty – 11/25/19
*ELE1906-00012/CMW

Tinklenberg, Thomas Lee
Taylors Falls, MN
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Administrative Order vacated; Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $2,500 monetary penalty stayed – 6/27/19
*ELE1810-00031/TWI

T.K. Electric, LLC– Lic. #EA006298
Waterville, MN
*Consent Order: Licensing order vacated; Respondent censured; $1,000 monetary penalty with $750 stayed - 9/16/19
*ELE1906-00019/WJS

Total Energy Concepts, Inc.
Baxter, MN
*Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform the services of an electrical contractor until the required licensure is obtained; $2,500 monetary penalty – 8/22/19
*ELE1908-00004/MHO
Tyler, Toby - see Marble Works of Minnesota, LLC, dba Clear Choice Bath

University Electric, Inc. – Lic. #EA006045
Buffalo, MN
*Consent Order: Licensing Order vacated; censure; Respondent shall ensure that all of its employees who engage in electrical work are either registered or licensed and properly supervised; shall secure an inspection to finalize all electrical work in a timely manner; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,750 stayed with conditions – 3/7/19
*ELE1811-00011/TWI

U.S. Wiremen, LLC and Randal S. Thompson, Individually – Lic. #EA719794 and #AM004630
Bloomington, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondents shall ensure that all individuals performing electrical work are properly licensed or registered; $14,000 monetary penalty with $8,000 stayed – 6/25/19
*ELE1810-00043/CMW

Valley, Ken - see EPF Solar, LLC

Ventsch, Brian M. – Lic. PM065730
Zimmerman, MN
*Administrative Order: Corrective action required; Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform the services of an electrical contractor; $5,000 monetary penalty all of which forgivable if violations are corrected or corrective plan acceptable to Commissioner is developed – 8/7/19
*ELE1904-00018/AWT

Ventsch, Brian M. – Lic. PM065730
Wyoming, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in the state of Minnesota until granted the requisite licensure; $5,000 monetary stayed with conditions – 11/7/19
*ELE1904-00018/AWT

Vinco, Inc. – Lic. #EA003009
Forest Lake, MN
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure all of its registered unlicensed employees are properly supervised while performing electrical work; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed – 1/23/19
*ELE1811-00009/WJS
Vinco, Inc. – Lic. #EA003009  
Forest Lake, MN  
*Consent Order: Censure; Respondent shall ensure all of its registered unlicensed employees are properly supervised while performing electrical work; $5,000 monetary penalty with $4,000 stayed – 10/31/19  
*ELE1907-00003/AWT

Vlaminck, Gary Paul, dba Gary Vlaminck Construction – Lic. #BC005231  
Marshall, MN  
*Consent Cease and Desist Order: Censure; Respondent ordered to cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work in Minnesota until licensure obtained; $3,000 monetary penalty with $2,000 stayed – 6/5/19  
*ELE1904-00009/WJS

Wallace, Donnie – Lic. #AJ716065  
Gassville, AR  
*Licensing Order: License suspended until such time that continuing education requirements are completed; $1,000 monetary penalty – 7/3/19  
*ELE1901-00009/CWO

Williams Electric Works LLC – Lic. #EA708823  
Littlefork, MN  
*Consent Order: Licensing order vacated; censure; Respondents shall ensure that it requests electrical inspections and all required permits prior to commencing any electrical work; $5,000 monetary penalty with $3,500 stayed with conditions – 10/10/19  
*ELE1903-00026/MHO - ELE1909-00008/AWT

Wilson, Zachariah Joseph  
Troy, AL  
*Administrative Order: Respondent shall cease and desist from performing or offering to perform electrical work; $8,000 monetary penalty – 11/25/19  
*ELE1906-00013/CMW